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Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to show the equivalence of convergence,
an associated projective system of measures and a martingale decomposition for a
uniformly integrable stochastic process. Emphasis is placed on a direct juxtaposition of
these concepts and on displaying underlying mechanisms.

The impact of the martingale convergence theorem on contemporary probability
theory has been immense. Therein lies the reason for numerous generalizations of both
the basic martingale convergence theorem and the martingale concept itself.

Among the noteworthy generalizations of the martingale theorem are those of
Krickeberg [1] and Chatterji [2] and Darst [3].

This paper, however, concerns itself with a relatively new endeavor: generalizations
of the martingale concept.

A first effort in the direction of martingale generalizations came in 1965 in a paper by
Fisk [4], which introduced "quasi-martingales". In 1970 and 1972 basic papers by Blake
[5], [6] introduced the concept of "games which become fairer with time". In 1973 two
noteworthy reproofs of the Ln convergence theorem for games which become fairer with
time appeared. See [7] and [13]. Subsequently papers by Mucci [7], [8] obtained results
for a specialized version of games fairer with time which are called "martingales in the
limit". In 1974 a paper by Austin, Edgar and Tulcea [9] introduced a study of "asympto-
tic martingales".

In most of the efforts in martingale generalizations the new processes have con-
vergence properties. In the course of development of these processes certain concepts
have reappeared. First, the concept of projective systems of measures occurs in the work
of Blake [6] and subsequently in Edgar and Sucheston [10]. (It should be observed that
the concept of projective systems of measures in the context of martingales goes back to
Baez-Duarte [11] and is brought to its full state of generalization by Lamb [12].) Second,
the concept of martingale decomposition has occurred for these generalizations. Its first
occurrence is in Blake [6] where it is the key tool in establishing an Lt convergence
theorem.

Most of the martingale generalizations have convergence theorems associated with
them. It is the intent of this paper to show that under conditions of uniform integrability
processes which converge, projective systems of measures and martingale decompositions
are all equivalent concepts. The results are presented in such a way as to expose the direct
connection between these concepts and to expose wherever possible the underlying
mechanisms.

The main results. Let (ft, %, /x) be a probability space. Let {2ln}n&1 be an increasing
sequence of sub sigma algebras generating 21. Let {/n}n2:1 be adapted to {?ln}nal.
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DEFINITION. Let {n^}nS:i be a sequence of probability measures where ^ is defined
on 2tn. {/Xn},,̂ ! is called a projective system of probability measures with respect to JA if ix is
the uniform limit of {pi,}^, in the sense that for every e > 0 there exists an N such that

sup |»i*(A)-mB(A)|<E
Ae« m

for every n,m^N.

DEFINITION. The sequence {fn}nS:1 is uniformly integrable with respect to the projective
system {ixn}nsl if

(i) for every e > 0 there exists a 5 > 0 and an N such that for all n > N, JA |/J dm, < e
whenever A e2ln and /xn(A)<S, and

REMARK. The previous definition reduces to the usual case of uniform integrability
when /x̂  is the restriction of M- to %„. In the general setting of { / J O ^ I being an arbitrary
projective system the concept of {/n}n£l being uniformly integrable with respect to
will prove to be a desirous (technical) condition.

For the remainder of the paper let {/n}nil be uniformly integrable with respect to
as well as pt and let {(i,,}n21 be a projective system of probability measures.

DEFINITION. {/n}n2:1 has a martingale decomposition if /„ = Yn
JrZn for each n, where

{Yn}na;1 is a martingale and { Z ^ ^ i converges (a.e. or in measure or in Lx) to zero.

REMARK. It is clear from a basic Chebychev argument that for every e > 0 there exists
positive integers M and N such that

(i) n(\fn\>M)< e for all n >N,
(ii) ^n( | /J>Jvf)<eforal ln>N.
PROPOSITION 1. For every e > 0 there exists an N such that for any n^N and any

II
Proof. From previous properties it is clear that there exist, for e > 0, M and N, such

that for it>JV,

and

f
Hence, consider \fn\^M for all N (this is done to ease the burdensome notation f™as

the truncation of /„ at M) and also consider fn ̂  0 for all n (in order to consider (f™)+, the
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positive part of /JJ*, and prove the result for CO + . A similar approach is taken for
and the proposition is proved.)

For each /„ there exists a sequence of simple functions {S^,,}pai with Spn | fn and
for all p and Sp>n 9ln-measureable for each p. Consider,

f - i Sp,ndn. (1)
For some p write

where M s q ^ 0 for all i and the Aj's are disjoint. Then, (1) is simply

It then follows that

M X (m,-fi)(AiqA)< X c ^ - n X A A ^ M X (m,-nt)(Ai(A) (2)
q = l i = l ( = 1

where (/ot,, - JAXA^A) < 0 and (m, - ju,)(Ai)A) > 0. Suppose, without loss of generality, that

Then (2) is rewritten as:

Thus, choose N2 sufficiently large that for all n & N2, ^ ( A ) - /x(A)| < e/M for all A e 9ln.
Thus, for all n>N2^N and Ae2ln

If < e

for all p. Thus, as p-*<», the result follows.

REMARK. The previous proposition is immediate in the case where y^ is simply the
restriction of /x to Un.

DEFINITION. For the process {/n}nai, its associated family of measures is given
where <j>n(A) = $Afndiin for each Ae%n.

THEOREM 2. The sequence {fn}nZ:i is a game fairer with time if and only if its associated
family of measures is a projective system of measures.

Proof. Suppose {fn}n*i converges Lx. Then with Proposition 1 and the appropriate
triangle inequalities it is immediate that the associated family of measures {<f>n}n^i is a
projective system.
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Next suppose the associated family of measures {4} B £ 1 is a projective system.
Consider the sets Am n ={E(fn 12lm)-/m ^0} and write

fmdlL~\

> e M - (A m , jE( / j2 l m ) - / m |> e ) .

This chain of inequalities also holds for the sets ~Am n. Since {<£n}nS»i is a projective
system and with Proposition 1 it follows that {fn}nzl is a game fairer with time. (For the
definition of a game fairer with time and the basic Lx convergence theorem see [6], [7],
[13]).

With the aid of the basic Lt convergence theorem for uniformly integrable games
fairer with time, the connection between projective systems and Lt convergence can be
made.

THEOREM 3. The sequence {fn}nzi converges in Lt if and only if its associated family of
measures is a projective system of measures.

Proof. {/„}„;=-! is fairer with time if and only if {/n}nal converges in Lx.

THEOREM 4. The associated family of measures for {/n}nai is a projective system if and
only if (/„}„;., has a martingale decomposition where {Yn}nal converges Lx and {Zn}n2:1

converges to zero Lt.

Proof. The if part of the theorem is obvious.

If the associated family is a projective system then {/n}nai converges in Lt. To
establish this begin by defining

/ x f r -. I f ,
pAA)= fndix\a = fndii.

I •» «m J

{PrJnari is by hypothesis a projective system of measures from which {vn}n2:1 is defined by

vn(A)=limP m(A).
m—«»

It follows that for each n, vn is denned on 2tn and for any n>m vn = vm on 9lm. Also
vn«/x for each m. Thus a martingale process {Y^^ exists such that

Yndti (Ae2ln).
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First, {Yn}nai is uniformly integrable. It is sufficient to show

lim f Yn=0
•~*~ J{|vj><}

uniformly in n. Let Dn and Nn be the positive set and negative set respectively for Yn and
write

0<vn(Dn) = lim f /. .s
p—~ JOn
pS:rx

0<i/ r ,(Nn)<.. .<sup| | /J

Thus, supn J|Yn| = M<oo. It then follows that tP(\Yn\>t)<M; so P(|Yj>r) gets small
uniformly in n. Then,

lim f Y,,=limlimf /„,
'"*" J(|Yn|X)Dn '-*°° p~*°° J(|Yn|>()Dn

p>rt

lim f Yn=limlimf /„

and it follows that lim,.,,,, JoYni>D ̂ n = 0 uniformly in n inasmuch as {fn}nai is uniformly
integrable.

From Theorem 3 {/n}n&i converges in Lt. The proof will be complete by showing that
{/„ - Yn}n2:1 converges to zero in Lt. It will be sufficient to show that for any sequence of
sets {An}nsl with Ane9Im limn^o|vn(An)-pn(An)| = 0, for if this is so merely write

J l/n - VJ < I p ^ A . ) - vn(DJ| + \Pn(NJ- vn(Nn)\

where Nn={fn- Yn <0}, Dn ={/„ - Yn >0}. Now, for e and n given, select kne > n such
that

and
|pn(An)-Pkn..(An)|<e/2.

As an immediate consequence of the previous two theorems, it follows that
(i) a uniformly integrable family {/n}nai converges Lt if and only if it has a martingale

decomposition
(ii) the associated family of measures for the uniformly integrable family is a

projective system if and only if {/n}na:i has a martingale decomposition.
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